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Abstract 

 

The identification of stuttering in bilingual children 

 

Anna Katherine Mullis, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 
Supervisor:  Courtney Byrd 

 

The purpose of the present study was to examine, based on audio samples in both 

languages, the accuracy of diagnosis of the presence or absence of stuttering in a 

bilingual Spanish English (SE) child who may or may not stutter by bilingual SE speech-

language pathologists (SLPs) living in Texas (n=14).  This study also aimed to determine 

what speech characteristics (if any) influenced SLPs’ judgment of whether or not a 

bilingual SE child was a stutterer, as well as to explore whether personal characteristics 

of the bilingual SLPs who completed the ratings (i.e., years experience, confidence in 

diagnosing an SE child with stuttering, educational history on the topics of stuttering 

and/or bilingualism) uniquely impacted the accuracy of their diagnosis.  Information 

gained from this study suggests that the atypically frequent (in comparison to 

monolingual children) word and phrases repetitions produced by bilingual SE children 

who do not stutter may put this population at risk for misdiagnosis of stuttering.  Results 

also indicate that the accuracy of identification of a bilingual SE child who does not 

stutter is not influenced by any of the personal characteristics listed above. Rather, there 

seems to be an overall lack of knowledge regarding the speech disfluencies that 

differentiate bilingual SE children who do and do not stutter.  Thus, the preliminary data 

from this investigation warrants a follow-up study of the same nature on a nationwide 

scale. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The population of the United States is growing in diversity, with a particular 

increase in the percentage of individuals who speak both English and Spanish (United 

States Bureau of the Census, 2003).  Research indicates that assessment and treatment 

practices for bilingual children by speech-language pathologists must differ from those 

that are used with monolingual children (Caesar & Kohler, 2007), as use of monolingual 

guidelines can place the bilingual population at greater risk for misdiagnosis. In fact, 

researchers have discussed that the lack of understanding of the language output of 

bilingual Spanish and English-speaking children (SE children), may result in either an 

over- or under-identification of a language disorder in this population (Bedore, Fiestas, 

Peña, & Nagy, 2006; Anderson, 1999; Caesar & Kohler, 2007; Fiestas, Bedore, Peña, 

Nagy, 2005; Kritikos, 2003; Lidz & Peña, 1996; Lofranco, Peña, Bedore, 2006). 

Additional research is needed to determine how lack of information regarding the speech 

and language characteristics of this bilingual populace impacts the diagnostic accuracy of 

other communication disorders as well.   

Recent research suggests that bilingualism could increase referral rates for 

stuttering (Howell, Davis, & Williams, 2009). Stuttering is a speech disorder that has 

been documented across numerous languages and cultures (Van Borsel, Maes, & Foulon, 

2001). The characteristics of stuttering in English monolingual and Spanish monolingual 

children who stutter are similar in that they both produce sound syllable repetitions, 

monosyllabic word repetitions, audible sound prolongations and inaudible sound 

prolongations (Watson, 2002; Watson & Anderson, 2001; Watson & Byrd, 2005; Watson 

& Byrd, 2007; Watson, Byrd, & Carlo, 2007). The exact nature of stuttering in bilingual 

Spanish English (SE) children is not yet known. However, there is evidence that bilingual 

children who do not stutter often exhibit a high rate of mazes, which include interjections, 

repetitions of beginning sounds, and strings of speech (including repetitions) that disrupt 

the forward flow of speech and do not contribute to the meaning of the message (Bedore, 

Fiestas, Peña, & Nagy, 2006; Carias & Ingram, 2006; Carlo & Watson, 2003; Fiestas, 

Bedore, Peña, Nagy, 2005; Mattes & Omark, 1991).  Given that stuttering is also a 
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disruption in the forward flow of speech, characterized by sound and syllable repetitions, 

and audible and inaudible speech prolongations (Ambrose & Yairi, 1999), there is 

potential for misidentification of stuttering in bilingual children.  This potential for false 

positive diagnosis as a stutterer in bilinguals could be heightened if the evaluator has 

minimal to no experience assessing and working with children who stutter and/or with 

bilingual SE children. 

The purpose of this study is to explore diagnostic accuracy of stuttering of 

bilingual SE children by bilingual Spanish- and English-speaking speech-language 

pathologists (SLPs). This preliminary evidence may reveal that bilinguals are indeed at 

risk for misidentification as a stutterer and would warrant the completion of a larger-scale 

nationwide study that investigates the clinical knowledge and ability of SLPs regarding 

this clinical population.   

Bilingualism as a risk factor for misdiagnosis of speech-language disorders 

 
To adequately and accurately assess a bilingual child’s speech and language, the 

American Speech-Language Hearing Association (ASHA) has stated that an SLP must 

understand that children who speak two or more languages may have speech and 

language characteristics that differ from those typical of monolingual children, and, 

consequently, cannot use the same assessment or intervention practices for both groups 

(Anderson, 1999). Kritikos (2003) surveyed SLPs around the United States to gain 

previously limited information about their beliefs and factors in decision-making with 

regard to language assessment of bilingual/bicultural individuals.  Citing a previous 

report (Roseberry-McKibbin, 1995), this article described the gravity of proper conduct 

during the evaluation of culturally and linguistically diverse populations, reporting that 

SLPs who do not observe these differences may mislabel language differences as 

language disordered, thus violating state and federal mandates (Kritikos, 2003).  

Participants of the study reported divergent information, but over 50% of SLPs who 

participated in the survey stated they would change their decision-making for bilingual 

children, either by more likely referring for intervention or less likely referring for 
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language therapy in comparison to monolingual children (Kritikos, 2003).  These reports 

indicate that bilingual and bicultural individuals may be at increased risk for false-

negative or false-positive identification during language assessment.  

More recently, Caesar and Kohler (2007) found that despite having knowledge of 

the ASHA best practice guidelines for bilinguals that suggest modified assessment 

strategies, SLPs still primarily use formal monolingual measures to assess the speech and 

language of bilingual children (Caesar & Kohler, 2007).  Although the SLPs who 

participated in their study were a relatively homogenous sample (94% Caucasian, 99% 

monolingual, and 99% female) (Caesar & Kohler, 2007), the low frequency with which 

evidenced practice was implemented is a significant area of concern.  Caesar and Kohler 

(2007) concluded that alternative measures and increased training for evaluation of 

bilingual children’s speech and language in schools is necessary.   

Maze use in bilinguals 

 
A high level of maze use has traditionally been described as a red flag for a 

language disorder or impairment in bilingual children (Bedore, Fiestas, Peña, & Nagy, 

2006).  However, since maze production is also seen in bilingual children who have 

typically developing language skills, researchers have identified the production of mazes 

as the key characteristic that may compromise the diagnostic accuracy of language 

impairment in the bilingual population and, thus, have cautioned against using maze 

production alone to differentiate between bilingual children with and without language 

impairment (Fiestas, Bedore, Peña, & Nagy, 2005).  Of interest to the present study is 

that repetitions have been reported as one of the most common maze-like behaviors in the 

speech of bilingual individuals, especially SE children (Bedore, Fiestas, Peña, & Nagy, 

2006; Carias & Ingram, 2006; Carlo & Watson, 2003; Fiestas, Bedore, Peña, Nagy, 2005; 

Mattes & Omark, 1991).  Repetitions are also considered to be a harbinger of stuttering 

(Conture, 2001). Thus, the production of these types of mazes in particular may 

compromise diagnostic accuracy of stuttering in bilinguals.  
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It is generally agreed that disfluent speech can be categorized as either stuttering-

like (SLD) or non-stuttering-like (NSLD) disfluencies, with one of the key considerations 

regarding the diagnosis of stuttering being the percentage of SLDs in the person’s speech.  

Stuttering-like disfluencies are typically identified in monolinguals as part-word or 

single-syllable repetitions (e.g., “f-f-for” or “pa-pa-para”), whole-word repetitions (e.g., 

“After-after-after” or “después-después-después”), and audible and inaudible sound 

prolongations also called “blocks” (e.g., audible: “hhhhhe llo”; inaudible: “(Th---)thank 

you” or “(G----)gracias”).  Non-stuttering-like disfluencies most commonly include 

phrase repetitions (e.g., “I was- I was there” or “Yo fui- yo fui a la tienda”), interjections 

(e.g., “I think, um, that’s true” or “Pienso que, eh, es la verdad”), and revisions (e.g., “He 

was, they were driving” or “El estaba, ellos estaban manejando”).   

Ambrose and Yairi (1999) analyzed speech samples of 90 monolingual children 

classified as “stutterers” between the ages 2 and 5 as compared to 54 controls in order to 

publish normative disfluency data for early childhood English-speakers.  The 

experimental group produced an average of 5.29 part-word repetitions and 3.34 single-

syllable word repetitions per 100 utterances, while the control group produced 0.56 part-

word repetitions and 0.69 single syllable repetitions samples of the same number of 

utterances (Ambrose & Yairi, 1999).  These researchers cited other studies (Conture, 

1990; Johnson, et al., 1959; Meyers, 1986; Zebrowski, 1991) whose data were 

convergent with their findings that part-word repetitions (contributing to 34% of 

experimental participants’ overall disfluency) can be considered the “hallmark” of 

stuttered speech (Ambrose & Yairi, 1999; Conture, 2001).  Although these data have 

enhanced our understanding of the speech behaviors characteristic of stuttering, the 

application is limited to monolingual native English-speaking children.  

There are data to suggest that the speech behaviors characteristic of stuttering in 

monolingual children may differ in bilinguals and that the application of those 

monolingual guidelines to bilinguals may lead to a false positive diagnosis of stuttering 

(Finn & Cordes, 1997; Carias & Ingram, 2006; Fiestas, Bedore, Pena, & Nagy, 2005).  

Finn and Cordes (1997) assert that communication attempts by bilinguals in their less 
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familiar language may be more likely to contain repetitions, hesitations, and interjections 

that may lead the clinician to mistakenly perceive that the individual is stuttering.  More 

recent research lends empirical support to their assertion. 

Carias and Ingram (2006) examined the conversational speech of four SE 

bilingual children who were not considered to be stutterers to explore why disfluency 

appears to be more prevalent in bilingual speakers.  They hypothesized that the use of 

multiple languages and/or limited language knowledge may overtax the language 

processing system and lead to the production of SLDs.  Carias and Ingram found that 

when the children were speaking the language for which they had the highest level of 

proficiency, they produced the most instances of disfluency (2006).  The patterns 

indicated that the most common type of disfluency for the dominant language was 

repetitions; insertions and prolongations were more common in the less advanced 

language (Carias & Ingram, 2006).  These results suggest an interaction between 

language proficiency and disfluency, but the authors made the distinction that 

“disfluency” did not mean “stuttering”.  That is, none of the participants were classified 

as “stutterers”, yet they all had disfluency rates of 37% or over, which is a percentage that 

would indicate stuttering when using monolingual standards (Carias & Ingram, 2006; 

Ambrose & Yairi, 1999).  There are anecdotal data to suggest a higher rate of repetitions 

does not always occur in the more dominant language (Mattes & Omark, 1991), 

nevertheless, it is apparent that bilingual SE children have different levels of disfluencies 

than monolingual children, and the same classification criteria that are used to determine 

the presence of stuttering in monolinguals may not be appropriate for bilinguals.   

Fiestas, Bedore, Pena, and Nagy (2005) examined narrative samples of bilingual 

SE children and monolingual children between the ages of 4 and 7 to identify similarities 

and differences in maze use.  Although the overall occurrence of mazes between the 

groups was not statistically significant, the data showed that bilingual SE children used 

almost twice as many repetitions (sound, part-word, whole-word, and phrase) than the 

monolingual group. Fiestas and colleagues suggested that linguistic uncertainty at the 

phonological, lexical, and semantic levels could account for use of repetitions.  These 
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findings also suggest that bilingual SE children who do not stutter appear to produce to a 

significant degree the same types of disfluencies that are characteristic of the speech 

production of monolingual children who stutter, which could put these bilingual children 

at risk for being falsely identified as a stutterer.   

Stuttering in bilinguals 

 
Normative data for differential diagnosis of stuttering in SE children does not yet 

exist.  One common and generally accepted finding by the majority of researchers on this 

topic is that in order to be classified as a stutterer, a bilingual (or multilingual) individual 

must exhibit stuttering-like behavior in both (or all) languages (Lim, Lincoln, Chan, & 

Onslow, 2008; Nwokah, 1988; Van Borsel, Leahy, & Pereira, 2008; Van Borsel, Maes, & 

Foulon, 2001; Watson & Kayser, 1994).  Nwokah (1988) examined stuttering in young 

adults bilingual in English and Igbo, and discovered that while stuttering was variable 

and generally imbalanced between languages, there were no participants who stuttered in 

only one language during spontaneous speech. 

Lim, Lincoln, Chan, and Onslow (2008) examined stuttering in English-Mandarin 

bilingual speakers to explore whether stuttering differed relative to proficiency.  There 

were no differences in the types of SLDs produced in each language, but the data suggest 

that stuttering severity was influenced by language dominance with more stuttering 

occurring in their less proficient language (balanced bilinguals exhibited a virtually 

equivalent percentage of SLDs in each language).  Based on these findings, Lim et al. 

underscored the importance of considering language dominance and assessing stuttering 

in both languages, affirming that if SLPs fail to do so, they risk a false positive diagnosis 

of stuttering. 

Purpose of this study 

 
According to U.S. Census Bureau report, 25% of the households in the South 

Central Texas region (Kritikos, 2003) speak two or more languages.  The present pilot 
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study is designed to determine the accuracy of diagnosis of stuttering in bilingual SE 

children by bilingual SLPs who work and/or are currently being trained as bilingual SLPs 

in this location.  Based on research that suggests SE bilingual children produce a higher 

number of syllable and/or word repetitions and revisions in their narratives in both 

English and Spanish (Bedore, Fiestas, Peña, & Nagy, 2006; Carias & Ingram, 2006; 

Carlo & Watson, 2003; Fiestas, Bedore, Peña, Nagy, 2005; Mattes & Omark, 1991), it is 

hypothesized that bilingual SLPs who have limited knowledge of the nature of stuttering 

and/or bilingualism may falsely identify an SE bilingual child as a stutterer. 

Research questions 

 
1. Can bilingual SLPs accurately identify a SE child as a child who does stutter or a 

child who does not stutter, based on auditory narrative samples in both languages? 

2. What types of disfluencies used in SE bilingual speech lead clinicians to make 

clinical decisions about whether or not the child stutters? 

3. How does experience with and education regarding fluency disorders and/or 

bilingualism affect an SLP’s clinical decision-making? 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
 To determine whether bilingual children may be at risk for diagnosis of stuttering, 

audio recordings of two children, one who was a confirmed stutterer and the other who 

was confirmed to be a non-stutterer (confirmation criteria are reviewed in detail below) 

were analyzed by bilingual SLPs of varying clinical experience via the completion of an 

assessment based survey.   In order to reach a wide number of SLPs in Texas while 

simultaneously protecting any identifying information of the children from whom the 

samples were derived, audio-only samples were distributed through e-mail.  The 

following subsections will discuss 1) the selection of the samples, 2) the speech and 

language profile (including nature of bilingualism and relevant medical history) of the 

two children who provided the samples, 3) followed by a detailed review of the 

procedures for analysis and also distribution of the sample, and 4) the resulting 

participant pool. 

Selection and description of the children to be analyzed 

 
The selection process differed for the child who was a stutterer as compared to the 

selection of child who was not a stutterer.  The initial stage of the process focused on the 

identification of a bilingual SE child who stutters (CWS) who would be able to provide 

appropriate speech samples for the purpose of the present study. The second stage 

focused on the selection of a typically fluent match, referred to as the child who was not a 

stutterer (CWNS). The specific details regarding the selection process for each child and 

additional descriptive characteristics that were considered during the selection process 

will be reviewed in the following subsections. 
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Bilingual SE child who stutters 

Selection process  

 
For the CWS samples, the researchers identified a bilingual SE child, a 6 year, 1 

month old female who been diagnosed with stuttering within the past year at a private 

speech clinic in Arizona. This child had also more recently received an evaluation at 

Scott and White Healthcare Round Rock by a bilingual doctoral student/certified SLP 

trained in the analysis of stuttering as well as the language based disfluencies 

characteristic of bilingualism.  This clinician confirmed the prior diagnosis of stuttering 

after 3 individual sessions of observation and related analyses of the child’s speech.  

Throughout each of these sessions, the child consistently produced disfluencies that were 

stuttering-like in nature and that significantly exceeded the reported percentages for 

monolingual speakers. In addition, there was documentation of both parent and teacher 

concern that the child was a stutterer. To provide final, additional validation that this 

child was indeed a stutterer, a professor at The University of Texas at Austin who is a 

stuttering specialist listened to the sessions and also confirmed the diagnosis. Thus, it was 

determined that she would provide the English and Spanish samples from a confirmed 

bilingual stutterer.  

Bilingualism  

 
For the purposes of this study, children who are functionally proficient in both 

English and Spanish in a variety of settings (e.g., their home, school, church, etc.) are 

considered to be SE bilingual. The specific percentage of language dominance for the 

CWS participant was calculated using a parent questionnaire.  This questionnaire 

instructs parents to report the Spanish and English input and output their child receives 

and produces in various settings and at different times of the day, with a description of 

the activity and participants.  The home language profile from the parent questionnaire 

analyzes the input and output of each language during each hour of the day.  The value of 
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the percentage is a weighted value that is calculated using 5 times the weekday 

input/output and 2 times the weekend percentage English and Spanish input and output.  

A copy of the questionnaire cannot be included in the appendix due to copyright 

constraints. 

The CWS spoke English in her kindergarten class throughout the day on 

weekdays, and Spanish and English at home in the mornings, evenings, and during the 

weekends.  She was first exposed to English when she was one year old.  Based on the 

survey, she was determined to be 66% English dominant. 

Speech and language abilities 

 
 The bilingual doctoral student/SLP completed informal and formal evaluations of 

the child’s speech and language abilities during her initial sessions at Scott and White. 

The results of these analyses indicated that the child’s receptive and expressive language 

abilities were determined to be typical for a bilingual SE child and the speech issue 

described below that was related to the child’s palatal issue was no longer present at the 

time of her enrollment at Scott and White.  

Medical history 
  

Although the CWS who provided the experimental samples had typical language 

skills for someone of her demographic, she had a unique medical history.  She was born 

with a cleft of the soft palate, which was repaired when she was 1 year old.  She had PE 

tubes for Eustachian dysfunction, but the tubes were removed and she passed her last 

hearing test for both ears in April, 2010.  She wore glasses, and at the time the samples 

were taken was scheduled to have corrective surgery to improve her vision.  The CWS 

had articulation difficulties with the “g” sound in the medial and final word positions and 

the presence of phonological processes in her speech (unstressed syllable deletion, cluster 

reduction).  She was dismissed from speech in school, but continued to receive speech 

therapy targeting the presenting phonological processes and articulation difficulties.  She 
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saw a counselor in school due to behavior problems.  Due to her move from Arizona to 

Texas, there is limited information about the CWS’s medical history and the services she 

was receiving before she began treatment at Scott and White in 2010. 

Bilingual child who does not stutter 

Selection process  

 
The database of bilingual SE child language samples that has been developed by 

the senior researchers at the Human Abilities in Bilingual Language Acquisition 

(HABLA) Lab at the University of Texas at Austin was used to search for a control who 

– with the exception of stuttering – matched the demographics of the child who provided 

the stuttering samples in terms of gender and age.  In addition to the standard matching 

characteristics, researchers evaluated the child’s level of bilingualism to allow for a 

match relative to language dominance between the child selected for the control and the 

child selected for the experimental sample.  This was a critical step in finding an 

appropriate match, as occurrence rate of disfluencies may be impacted by proficiency in 

each language for both a bilingual CWS and bilingual CWNS.  

The CWNS selected from the HABLA database had to meet the following 

criteria: 1) be a bilingual SE child; 2) be female; 3) be within an age range plus or minus 

three months of the experimental age; 4) have recorded matching or similar stories during 

a narrative retell procedure in both English and Spanish; 5) demonstrate English-

language dominance within 10% of the stuttering subject’s (based on the same language 

questionnaire as CWS); and 6) have typical language skills.  In addition, children from 

this database were not considered for inclusion if their audio recording was low quality 

(due to noise interference, low volume, etc.) and could potentially compromise the 

reliability of listener evaluation.   

Based on these criteria, out of a database containing samples from over 600 

children, narrative samples from nine possible controls were eligible.  From these nine 

eligible children, a third-party blind to the purpose and content of the study randomly 
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selected the final control, a female who was 5 years and 11 months at the time the audio 

recordings were collected.  

This child was determined to be a typically fluent child (not a stutterer) for the 

following two key reasons: 1) she had no present or prior history of parent or teacher 

concern with regards to the child’s speech fluency, and 2) the bilingual doctoral student 

with specialized training in fluency and bilingualism, the present author, and the 

supervising professor who is a fluency specialist confirmed that the child produced 

speech with no atypical disfluencies that were characteristic of stuttering in terms of 

amount, rhythm, number of iterations, tension and/or other physical concomitants. 

Bilingualism  

 
Researchers used the same language dominance parent questionnaire to calculate 

Spanish/English language dominance for the CWNS.  Similar to the CWS, she spoke 

English in school during the weekdays, and Spanish and English at home during 

mornings, evenings, and on weekends.  The results of language dominance survey 

indicated the CWNS had an English language dominance of 66.19 percent. 

Speech and language abilities 

 
A series of formal and informal evaluations were completed by a licensed 

bilingual SLP at the CWNS’ school, with the results indicating that she had typical 

language skills for her age and language background. It was further reported that she also 

did not present with any atypical speech characteristics.  

Medical history 

 
 The audio samples of the CWNS were accessed from a database that has 

restricted information to protect participant confidentiality. Thus, the medical history of 

this child was not available.  
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Stimuli Development 

Recording 

 
  Although the audio samples from each child were obtained in two different 

locations by two different bilingual SLPs, the same protocol was followed for the 

recordings related to each child.  Parental consent for use of the samples was obtained for 

both participants with formal approval provided by the Institutional Review Board at The 

University of Texas at Austin and also Scott and White Healthcare Round Rock. 

CWS. The samples from the CWS were obtained using a digital audio recording 

device during two separate therapy sessions conducted by a licensed bilingual SLP and 

University of Texas at Austin doctoral student at Scott and White Healthcare Round 

Rock that was uploaded to the UT Austin HABLA Lab database. The recordings 

consisted of English and Spanish audio samples of the CWS during a narrative retell task.  

To collect narrative retell samples, the clinician first tells a scripted story while 

looking at each page of the (wordless) book with the client, and then the client re-tells the 

story while using the pictures in the book as a guideline.  Neutral prompts and general 

instructions are allowed throughout the retell if necessary, and the SLP is to verbally 

reinforce the child when retelling is complete.  There is no time constraint for this task.  

The book used for the experimental English recording was “One Frog Too Many” 

(Mayer, 1975), and the book used for the Spanish recording was “Frog on his Own” 

(Mayer, 1973) story.   

CWNS. Similar to the CWS, the samples used for analysis were elicited using the 

same narrative retell approach.  In addition, “One Frog Too Many” (Mayer, 1975) was 

used for the English sample, and “Frog on His Own” (Mayer, 1973) was used for the 

Spanish sample. A bilingual doctoral SLP student obtained the audio samples at the 

child’s school.   

To review, both the bilingual SE children (matched for age, gender, and language 

dominance, with the exception of stuttering) who provided the audio recordings produced 

one narrative English sample using “One Frog Too Many” (Mayer, 1975), and one 
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narrative sample in Spanish using “Frog on His Own” (Mayer, 1973).  These books were 

used in tandem to allow for similar language samples in terms of length and complexity, 

but differing contexts to avoid repetition of the same sample in one language that was 

produced in the other.  

Sample transcription and coding 

 
The audio recordings for both children were transcribed and coded using 

Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT) software.  A second-year graduate 

bilingual SLP student transcribed the samples for the bilingual CWS; while a bilingual 

doctoral student transcribed the samples for the bilingual CWNS.  A UT Austin bilingual 

doctoral candidate in the field of speech-language pathology reviewed all samples from 

each child for errors. 

Speech disfluency  

 
 A second-year graduate bilingual SLP student coded SLDs and NSLDs in each 

child’s English and Spanish sample.  Disfluencies considered to be stuttering-like that 

were coded included whole-word repetitions (WWR) (i.e., monosyllabic & multisyllabic 

word repetitions), sound and syllable repetitions (SSR), audible sound prolongations 

(ASP) and inaudible sound prolongations (ISP).  Whole-word repetitions and phrase 

repetitions were coded such that the final word or phrase in the series did not count 

towards overall repetitions because it contributed to the meaning of the utterance.  Non-

stuttering disfluencies were coded as phrase repetitions (PR), revisions (REV), and 

interjections (INJ). 

To conduct a reliability check, a licensed bilingual SLP/doctoral student who has 

been trained in language based disfluencies and also disfluencies characteristic of 

stuttering re-coded 10% of the transcripts.  Reliability for the disfluency codes was 

98.56%. 
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Types and rates of disfluencies 

 
 For the Spanish and English samples from each child, percentages for each type 

of disfluency were calculated based on how many times they occurred over total number 

of words in the sample.  Additionally, researchers determined the total percentage of 

SLDs and NSLDs for each sample as well as the total percentage of disfluencies out of 

the total number of words in the sample.  The final disfluency calculated determined the 

percentage of SLDs out of total disfluencies.  The details of these percentages are below 

in Table 1:  

 

Table 1. Disfluency data from SALT analyses of audio samples 

Disfluency 
type 

CWNS CWS 

 English 
sample 
(297 

words) 

Spanish 
sample 
(231 

words) 

Overall 
(528 

words) 

English 
sample 
(1055 
words) 

Spanish 
sample 

(502 words) 

Overall 
(1557 
words) 

SLD 
SSR 2 (0.67%) 9 (3.9%) 2.08% 34 (3.22%) 15 (3%) 3.15% 

WWR 21 (7.1%) 14 
(6.1%) 

6.63% 84 (7.96%) 24 (4.8%) 6.94% 

ASP - -  2 (0.18%) 1 (0.02%) 0.19% 
ISP 1 (0.34%) 1 

(0.43%) 
0.38% 3 (0.28%) - 0.19% 

Total 
percentage 

8.11%* 10.43%* 9.09%* 11.64%* 9.82%* 10.47%* 

NSLD 
PR 7 (2.4%) 2 

(0.87%) 
1.7% 27(2.56%) 30 (5.98%) 3.66% 

REV 16 
(5.19%) 

6 (2.6%) 4.17% 22 (2.08%) 10 (2%) 2.06% 

INJ 3 (1%) 6 (2.6%) 1.7% 7 (0.66%) - 0.45% 
% Total 

NSLD 
8.59% 6.07% 7.57% 5.3% 7.98% 6.17% 

% total 
disfluences 

16.7%* 16.7%* 16.66%* 16.67%* 17.82%* 16.64%* 
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Table 1 (continued) 
% SLD/ 

Total 
disfluencies 

24/50 
(48%) 

24/38 
(63.16%) 

54.55% 123/179 
(68.72%)* 

50/80 
(62.5%) 

66.8% 

Note: CWNS-child with no stuttering; CWS-child who stutters; SLD-stuttering-like 
disfluency; SSR-single syllable repetition; WWR-whole word repetition;  ASP-audible 
sound prolongation; ISP-inaudible sound prolongation; NSLD-non-stuttering-like 
disfluency; PR-phrase repetition; REV-revision; INJ-interjection 
*percentages that may suggest stuttering under monolingual standards 
 

The most frequently occurring type of disfluency in the English and Spanish 

samples from the CWNS was WWR (7.1% in English, 6.1% in Spanish). Nineteen 

(90.48%) of the WWR in the English sample were monosyllabic; and 10 (71.43%) in the 

Spanish sample were monosyllabic.  The second-most frequent disfluency type in the 

CWNS’ English sample was REVs, whereas it was SSR in Spanish.  The CWNS had a 

percentage of SLDs that would not be considered indicative of stuttering using 

monolingual guidelines in the English and Spanish samples, but the percentages of SLDs 

and total disfluencies would be considered potential contributors to a diagnosis of 

stuttering using monolingual standards.    

 In the CWS’ English sample, WWR was the most frequent type of disfluency.  

Eighty-four (100%) of the WWRs in the English sample were monosyllabic; while 20 

(83.33%) of the WWRs were monosyllabic in Spanish sample.  The Spanish sample had 

the greatest percentage of PR (6%).  Using a monolingual guideline, the CWS would 

have percentages of SLDs and total disfluencies that may be indicative of stuttering; 

however, her mean percentage of SLDs over total disfluencies would not be.  

Stuttering severity rating 

 
A stuttering severity rating was assigned to the CWS using a 9-point stuttering 

severity rating scale (1 = no stuttering,  2 = very mild stuttering…9 = extremely severe 

stuttering) described by Logan, Byrd, Mazzocchi and Gillam (2011). This scale was 

modified from a stuttering severity scale previously developed by O’Brien, Packman, 

Onslow, and O’Brien (2004). A bilingual second-year graduate student and a fluency 
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specialist independently rated the Spanish and English samples from the CWS for 

stuttering severity. The average fluency severity rating was 5 in the English sample and 5 

in the Spanish sample.  The overall mean rating for this child was 5, which would 

correspond to a moderate severity rating.  

A severity rating was not applied to the CWNS for diagnostic purposes as the 

nature of the disfluencies differed from those produced by the CWS such that severity of 

stuttering would not be applicable. That is, the bilingual graduate student and fluency 

specialist who rated the CWS samples understand the types of disfluencies that are 

inherent to stuttering in monolingual and bilingual children.  Thus, despite the similar 

overall frequencies in the total speech disfluencies produced by the CWNS and CWS, the 

severity ratings between the two children significantly differed with the CWNS being 

rated as 1 for both samples confirming that this was not a stutterer.   

Sample length and word count 

 
The CWS and CWNS produced audio samples with varying lengths and word 

counts.  However, reducing the samples to match exactly for length would have 

compromised the amount of disfluent speech production allowed for analysis. Further, 

given that children do not typically produce samples of equal length to other children, the 

full production of their sample using the same books, same protocol was deemed to be 

the most ecologically valid choice (see Appendices A through D for the transcripts of 

each sample). The CWS provided a 7 minute, 16 second audio sample in English 

consisting of 1055 words; the Spanish sample contained 502 words and was 4 minutes, 9 

seconds in duration.  The CWNS had a 4 minutes, 3 second English sample with 297 

words and a Spanish sample of 231 words that was 4 minutes, 51 seconds in time length.   
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Standard measures 

 
Using SALT, each transcript was analyzed for several standard measures of 

language, including mean length of utterance (MLU, the average number of words a child 

uses with each utterance) and type-token ratio (TTR, the number of different words used 

over the total number of words in the sample).  These values were then compared to the 

mean equivalents from a database compilation of similar narrative retells produced by 

bilingual children who matched the participants in gender, grade, and age (within two 

months).    

 The MLU values for the English and Spanish experimental audio samples 

provided by the CWS were 5.88 and 6.50, respectively.  These values were within typical 

limits in comparison to the matched database.  The TTR was 0.18 in the CWS’ English 

sample, which is 2 standard deviations below the database mean.  The Spanish sample 

had a TTR of 0.29, one standard deviation below the database mean.  

  The MLU of the English sample from the CWNS was 7.29, which was one 

standard deviation above the database mean. The Spanish sample had an MLU of 4.76, 

which was one standard deviation below the expected range.  The CWNS’ English 

sample had a TTR of 0.33 and the Spanish transcript’s was 0.39, which were both within 

typical limits based on the database mean. 

Stimuli distribution   

 
Both samples from each participant were uploaded to a password-protected 

“Wordpress” (http://wordpress.com/) webpage so that the individuals who elected to 

participate in the study could easily access the recordings in any location that had Internet 

access (once the researchers provided them with the password).  To present the 

recordings in a Wordpress blog page, they were converted into MP3 audio format and 

uploaded to a private Internet storage space only available to the researcher through a 

“Soundcloud” (http://soundcloud.com/) page.  Once these samples were uploaded to the 

Soundcloud account, they were selected and embedded in the Wordpress blog using a 
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unique Internet embedding code.  The samples were labeled as “C1 Audio Clip English”, 

“C1 Audio Clip Spanish”, “C2 Audio Clip English” and “C2 Audio Clip Spanish”.  

Participant recruitment 

 
Researchers contacted via electronic mail a total of 204 bilingual Spanish- and 

English-speaking SLPs, CFs, and graduate students in Texas to participate in the study.  

Each group email sent included the contacts in the “Blind Carbon Copy” section in order 

to protect personal contact information.  The electronic message contained an Informed 

Consent preamble approved by the University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review 

Board and a cover letter briefly describing the study (see Appendices E through G for a 

copy of the letter, the IRB approval and consent form).  Each person contacted was 

instructed to respond to the present author who was the principal investigator of this 

project (PI) with a specific statement indicating his/her desire to participate, or to delete 

the e-mail if not.  If the person responded to the email and within it confirmed consent to 

participate, the PI sent out another e-mail with an attachment of the cover letter with the 

consent form for their records, along with an attachment containing a Microsoft Word 

document survey (see Appendix H) with a unique tracking code and a link to the 

password-protected website with the four audio clips used to base their answers.  

The recruitment process for this study was challenging and likely reflects both the 

limited number of people with bilingual specialization and also the limited time those 

persons have as they may be overextended in their current positions (Katz, Maag, Fallon, 

Blenkarn, & Smith, 2010). The steps that were taken to yield the final number of 

participants included in the present study are detailed below.  
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Phases of recruitment  

 
For the first phase of recruitment, the PI contacted 39 bilingual SLPs.  Individuals 

in this group included bilingual SLPs whose e-mail addresses were listed online through 

their affiliation with an established clinic that provides bilingual SE speech therapy to 

children in and around Austin, Texas (n=13), professional contacts (n=3), and alumni 

from the bilingual SLP program at UT-Austin (n=3).  During this initial contact phase, 

the PI also contacted the head of bilingual SLPs for Austin Independent School District 

(AISD) to request contact information for bilingual school SLPs.  She responded with 5 

email addresses. In addition, the PI searched the ASHA database using a “Professional 

Locator Tool” for bilingual SLPs in Austin that listed public contact information in the 

bilingual section, resulting in 15 individuals who were identified as bilinguals SLPs who 

provided services to SE children. From this initial group of 39 individuals contacted only 

6 individuals responded, thus, a second phase of e-mails was distributed 6 days later.  

For the second phase of recruitment, the PI broadened her scope to locate SLPs 

from the entire state of Texas, using the same search tool and criteria on the ASHA 

website, with additional parameters that included any city in Texas.  From this search, 

150 SLPs in Texas were identified and emailed.  The rate and number of responses of 

consent resulting from this attempt was again inadequate (N=6). Thus, for the third and 

final phase of recruitment the PI contacted fifteen 1st and 2nd year graduate students 

studying to become bilingual SLPs at UT Austin four days after the second phase.  Out of 

these 15 individuals, 2 chose to participate.  

Over the course of these three phases of recruitment the PI contacted 204 

bilingual SLPs, CFs, and graduate students living in Texas.  Of these potential 

participants, a “failure to deliver” message was received for 33 of these possible 

participants, 11 contacted the PI to state they declined to participate for reasons 

including: only work with adults, no longer a practicing SLP, etc; 140 did not respond; 

and 20 responded to the PI’s initial recruitment e-mail with a statement of consent to 

enroll in the study.  A week after the initial e-mail of consent, the PI sent a reminder to 
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complete the survey if she had not received it from the participant.  If there was again no 

response, the PI sent another reminder three days later.  Two participants wrote the PI to 

decline participation after having agreed to consent, citing the reason as their busy 

schedules did not allow them the time.  Three participants who had agreed to participate 

did not respond to any e-mail reminders.  The final number of participants who both 

agreed to participate and returned the analyzed survey was 14 (6.9%) of 204 bilingual 

SLPs contacted by the researchers. 

 Participant instructions 

 
The surveys distributed to the participants were counter-balanced, instructing half 

of the participants to listen to the “C1” clips first and answer related questions, and the 

other half of the subjects to first listen to the “C2” clips.  The participants were instructed 

to listen to two of the four audio clips in succession (depending on which survey form 

they received), and based on those two recordings answer questions in the survey about 

the child’s label of a stutter or non-stutter, the types and severity of their disfluencies, and 

the confidence of the clinician in making this decision (recall that a copy of the survey 

can be found in Appendix H).    

Participants of the survey were provided with a list of the SLDs and NSLDs 

described in an above section of this report to choose from when identifying speech 

characteristics. However, the speech characteristics listed in the survey were randomized 

to avoid diagnostic categorization that could affect the participants’ decision-making.  

These individuals also had the opportunity to write any additional speech characteristics 

that influenced their decision about the child’s level of fluency.  After completing the 

initial questions pertaining to speech characteristics of the first two audio samples, the 

participants listened to their next assigned two clips and answered the same three 

questions about the other child.   

Following these analyses, the participants then responded to twelve subsequent 

questions relating to their own personal demographic information; experience with 

bilingual, stuttering, and bilingual stuttering clients; confidence with these types of 
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clients; and certification as an SLP.  Completed surveys were saved in a password-

protected Webspace file only available to the PI to protect any personal information. 
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RESULTS 
 

To review, the purpose of the present study was to investigate the accuracy of 

diagnostic decision-making among bilingual SE SLPs when evaluating a bilingual SE 

child who may or may not stutter, as well as to examine different factors such as years of 

experience and education that could affect the accuracy of their speech assessment.   

Accuracy of diagnosis 

 
Given the small sample size (n = 14), a non-parametric independent samples 

Mann-U Whitney test was selected to analyze differences in participant accuracy ratings 

for the bilingual SE CWS as compared to the bilingual SE CWNS. Results from this 

analysis stated that the null hypothesis that the ratings would be equally distributed 

should be rejected as the participants were significantly less accurate diagnosing the 

bilingual SE child who was not a stutterer than they were the bilingual SE who was a 

stutterer, p = .003.  In fact, only 2 of the 14 participants (14.29%) gave the bilingual SE 

non-stuttering child a true negative diagnosis, or accurately diagnosed the bilingual SE 

non-stuttering child as a non-stutterer.  Thus, 12 out of the 14 participants (85.71%) gave 

the CWNS a false positive diagnosis.  By comparison, 10 of the 14 participants (71.43%) 

accurately diagnosed the bilingual CWS with a true positive label.  Four participants 

(28.57%) assigned the CWS a false negative rating, or inaccurately identified her as a 

non-stutterer.  Only one participant (7.14%) out of 14 in the study correctly identified 

both children. 

Types of disfluencies 
 

 Stuttering-like and non-stuttering like disfluency types were presented as choices 

of speech characteristics that affected the SLPs’ decisions about whether or not the child 

stuttered in the survey in a random order so as to not affect decision-making through 
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categorical presentation.  Participants were allowed to choose as many characteristics as 

necessary, and also had the option of identifying any additional speech characteristics 

that affected their decisions, as well as to write any comments pertaining to their choice.  

Participants did not specify any differences in disfluencies identified between languages.  

See Table 2 for a review of the types of disfluencies that were identified relative to the 

accuracy of the diagnosis for each participant.  

  

Table 2. Types of disfluencies identified in each child’s sample* 

Disfluency 

type 

CWNS CWS 

 False positive 
diagnoses: 

percent 
disfluencies 

(x = 40) 

True negative 
diagnoses: 

percent 
disfluencies 

(x = 2) 

False negative 
diagnoses: 

percent 
disfluencies 

True positive 
diagnoses: 

percent 
disfluencies 

(x = 39) 
SLD     
SSR 9 (22.5%) - - 6 (15.38%) 

WWR 8 (20%) - - 5 (12.82%) 
ASP 3 (7.5%) - - 7 (17.95%) 
ISP 4 (10%) - - 6 (15.38%) 

NSLD     
PR   8 (20%)          1 (50%)                - 7 (17.95%) 

REV 6 (15%)     1 (50%) - 4 (10.26%) 
INJ 2 (5%)  - 4 (10.26%) 

None 
identified 

 n = 1 n = 4  

Note: participants who did not believe the child was a stutterer most often did not identify 
any speech characteristics that influenced their decision  
*Results reported according to accuracy of the diagnosis 

CWNS 

 
 Twelve out of the 14 participants falsely identified the CWNS as a child who 

stutters.  Of the disfluencies identified by these participants, SSR (22.5%) was the 

disfluency type most commonly cited as influencing the diagnosis.   WWR and PR were 
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the second-most frequently occurring disfluencies reported by the participants.  Sixty 

percent of disfluencies most commonly identified for the false positive diagnosis of 

CWNS group were stuttering-like in nature.  The participant who provided a true 

negative diagnosis for the CWNS indicated that PR and REV were the disfluency type 

that influenced his decision. 

CWS 

 
 Out of the fourteen participants, 10 correctly identified the CWS.  The most 

commonly identified disfluency types by the majority of participants were audible sound 

prolongations (70%) and phrase repetitions (70%), each making up 17.5% of total 

disfluencies identified. Out of the types of disfluencies identified, 24/39 (61.54%) were 

what monolingual standards refer to as stuttering-like and 15/39 (38.56%) were what 

monolingual standards deem non-stuttering-like. 61% of the most commonly identified 

disfluencies for the true positive diagnosis group were stuttering-like in nature.  The 4 

participants who gave the CWS a false negative rating did not identify the types of 

disfluencies that influenced their decision. 

Stuttering severity ratings for each client 

 
 Based on the English and Spanish audio samples from each child, participants 

chose a rating for the child’s stuttering severity level. 

Table 3. Results of severity ratings for C1 (CWNS) and C2 (CWS) 

Severity rating C1 (CWNS) C2 (CWS) 

No stutter 2 (14.29%) 4 (28.57%) 

Mild 5 (35.71%) 2 (14.29%) 

Mild-moderate 1 (7.14%) - 

Moderate 6 (42.86%) 6 (42.86%) 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Moderate-severe - 1 (7.14%) 

Severe - 1 (7.14%) 

 

The majority of participants (42.86%, n = 6) rated the CWNS as having a moderate 

speech fluency disorder, with second most common rating being mild.  The exact amount 

of participants also rated the CWS (42.86%, n = 6) as having a moderate speech fluency 

disorder. However, the second most common rating for the CWS was “no stutter.” 

Factors potentially related to accuracy 

 
 The sample size was too low to allow for meaningful analysis of variables that 

may predict accuracy of diagnosis.  Thus, following a similar published survey study 

examining the knowledge of SLPs regarding the diagnosis and treatment of autism (i.e., 

Schwartz & Drager, 2008), a descriptive review of the factors that may be uniquely 

related to the diagnostic accuracy for the bilingual SE CWS and/or the bilingual SE 

CWNS are provided instead. 

Participants of the study were primarily females (one male), all residing in Texas.  

The licensed SLPs and SLPs-in-training who chose to participate provided treatment to 

monolingual and bilingual children in a variety of settings, including outpatient medical 

settings, private practices, universities, and public schools.  However, to determine 

potential factors that may contribute to diagnostic accuracy, detailed information aside 

from gender, where they lived, and place of employment were required of each 

participant. In specific, they had to disclose the following information: 1) if they were 

ASHA certified and if so, when, 2) years of experience working as an SLP, 3) 

educational background regarding bilingualism, 4) educational regarding stuttering 5) 

their confidence level when assessing monolingual and bilingual children 6) the number 

of bilingual clients who they have assessed and treated thus far. See Table 4 for a detailed 

review of the participant characteristics.  
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Table 4. Participant characteristics 

Participant YS or 
AC 

YE-
BSLP 

NC-
ST 

NC-
BI 

CL-
MS 

CL-
ME 

CL-
BSE 

NBSE-
Dx 

NBSE-
Tx 

1 2005 10 4 1 3 3 3 ~5 ~10 
2 1980 37 5 26 4 4 4 >50 >50 
3 CF – 

May 
2011 

<1 1 3 3 3 2 0 1 

7 1998 13 3 5 3 3 3 10 10 
8 2003 9 3 11 3 3 3 4 ~8 
9 2000 12 >5 >5 4 4 3 30-40 8-10 

11 2003 9 1 8 3 3 3 7-8 4-5 
12 1st year 

grad 
student 

- 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 

13 1997 
(NR) 

14 NR NR NR 4 4 >30 >30 

14 1999 15 >10 >10 4 4 4 16 16 
15 CF – 

July 
2011 

1 3 2 3 3 2 0 1 

17 1st year 
grad 

student 

- 0 1 3 2 2 0 0 

18 2009 3 1 7 3 3 2 <5 <5 
19 2004 8 2 8 3 3 3 15-18 12-15 

Note: Characteristics include: year of current study (YS) or ASHA certification (AC), 
years of experience working as a bilingual speech-language pathologist (YE-BLSP), 
number of bilingual undergraduate, graduate and/or continuing education courses related 
to stuttering (NC-ST) and bilingualism (NC-BI), self-reported confidence level when 
working with monolingual Spanish (CL-MS) or English-speaking children who stutter 
(CL-ME) and also bilingual children who stutter (CL-BSE), as well as number of 
bilingual Spanish-English children who stutter assessed (NBSE-Dx) and treated (NBSE-
Tx) thus far. 
 

ASHA certification/ year of current study 
 

 Individuals who completed the surveys were either licensed SLPs (n=10), 

completing their clinical fellowship (CF) (n=2), or in a university graduate program 
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working to earn a Master’s degree in speech-language pathology (n=2).  The CF was 

coming to an end for each participant working to earn a certificate of clinical competency 

(CCC).  Both individuals who were attending graduate school when they completed the 

survey were in their first year of study. The licensed SLPs had received their certification 

within a range from 1980 to 2009. 

Years of experience working as an SLP 

 
The range of years of that the participants had been working as certified bilingual 

SLPs spanned from less than one year of employment to 37 years in the workforce 

(mean=9.40 including graduate students; 10.96 excluding graduate students).  The 

majority of participants (71.43%) had over three years experience as a bilingual SLP. 

Educational background: stuttering 
 

 The survey required participants to report the number of courses (undergraduate, 

graduate, or continuing education) that they had taken or attended pertaining to stuttering.  

Out of the 14 participants, two had not taken any courses related to stuttering, which is 

not surprising as they were the individuals in their first year of graduate study for speech-

language pathology.  The practicing SLPs had experience ranging from 1 course to over 

10 courses about fluency disorders.  Overall, including the graduate students, the average 

number of courses taken by the participants about stuttering was 3.08. 

Educational background: bilingualism 

 
Participants also answered a quantitative question about their educational 

background regarding courses (undergraduate, graduate, or continuing education) on 

bilingualism.  All participants had completed courses on bilingualism in children; the 

range was between 1 course and 26 courses.  The average number of courses taken on 

bilingualism by the participants was 6.92. 
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Self-rating confidence level for diagnosing stuttering 

 
Each participant was asked to provide a self-rating of their confidence in their 

ability to accurately diagnose children who stutter for English-speaking, Spanish-

speaking, and bilingual SE children.  Participants chose a qualitative response, which 

correlated to a value that researchers used in their calculations.  Table 5 (below) indicates 

the response options and their corresponding values. 

 

Table 5. Participant confidence level ratings for diagnosing CWS 

 English Spanish Bilingual SE 
 

Not confident (1) 
- - - 

 
Sort of confident (2) 

14.29% (2/14) 7.69% (1/14) 35.71% (5/14) 

 
Generally confident (3) 

57.14% (8/14) 69.23% (9/13) 42.86% (6/14) 

 
Very confident (4) 

28.57% (4/14) 23.08% (3/13) 21.43% (3/14) 

Note: CWS – children who stutter 

 

Monolingual. Response values corresponding to confidence diagnosing a 

monolingual English-speaking child ranged from 2 to 4 (mean=3.14).  Values for the 

self-reported confidence levels of assessment with Spanish-speaking children who may or 

may not stutter included the same range (2 to 4), the mean being 3.15.  For both 

languages, the majority of participants (57.14% with English-speaking children, and 

69.23% with Spanish-speakers) reported that they felt “generally confident” accurately 

diagnosing a child with stuttering. 

 Bilingual. As with the monolingual responses, confidences level for diagnosing a 

bilingual SE child with stuttering ranged from 2 to 4 (mean=2.86).  Five out of 14 

participants (35.71%) reported lower levels for confidence assessing bilingual SE 
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children for stuttering than they did for monolinguals, with an overall change of 0.29% 

lower confidence. 

Clinical experience with assessment and treatment of bilingual SE CWS 

 
The participants were also asked to report the number of bilingual SE clients they 

had diagnosed with stuttering, and the number of bilingual SE CWS they had treated 

during their careers.  The number of clients in this population that the participants had 

diagnosed with stuttering ranged from 0 to 50 (mean = 12.93 with grad student values; 

15.08 without grad student values).  Participants had treated between 0 and 50+ bilingual 

SE CWS (mean = 11.43 with grad student values; 13.33 without grad student values).  

The overall mean among participants for assessment and treatment of bilingual SE CWS 

was 12.18 (with grad student values)/14.21 (without grad student values). 
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DISCUSSION 
 

The purpose of the present study was to explore whether bilingual children are at 

risk for misdiagnosis as a stutterer given the higher rates of disfluencies that are 

characteristic of this population (Bedore, Fiestas, Peña, & Nagy, 2006; Carias & Ingram, 

2006; Carlo & Watson, 2003; Fiestas, Bedore, Peña, Nagy, 2005; Mattes & Omark, 

1991). In addition to diagnostic accuracy, the potential factors that may contribute to true 

versus false positives were also explored with the hypothesis being that a bilingual SLP 

who has more clinical experience with bilingual children who stutter, and/or has more 

advanced knowledge of fluency disorders and/or bilingualism, may form more accurate 

conclusions about a bilingual SE child’s fluency level.   Preliminary data from the present 

study do in fact support the notion that SLPs have a markedly increased tendency to 

identify the bilingual non-stutterer as a stutterer, but this inaccuracy did not appear to be 

related to any experience and/or educational factors.  

Participants’ diagnostic accuracy for SE children 

 
As expected, the majority of participants (N = 12/14) gave false positive ratings to 

the bilingual CWNS. An unexpected finding, however, was that 4 of the 14 participants 

did not accurately identify the CWS.  Further, what was perhaps the most surprising 

finding was that only 1 of the 14 participants accurately diagnosed both the bilingual 

CWNS as a non-stutterer and the bilingual CWS as a stutterer. These findings lend 

further support to the assertion that there is a dearth of and need for information about 

typical and atypical speech characteristics of bilingual SE children with regards to 

fluency in terms of what would be indicative of a stutterer and also a non-stutterer. The 

factors that may have contributed to this diagnostic inaccuracy will be discussed, along 

with suggestions for future research and variables that may have compromised the 

findings from the present study.  
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Disfluency types that influenced diagnosis 

 
For the participants who rated the CWS as being a non-stutterer (false negative), 

no information was provided about the types of speech disfluencies that influenced their 

decision. This is unfortunate as such information it would have provided additional 

valuable insight into what speech characteristics influence clinical decision-making when 

evaluating and ruling out an SE child for stuttering.    

Fortunately, the participants who provided false positive diagnoses of the CWNS 

did specify the types of disfluencies produced that influenced their decision. Sound 

syllable repetitions and whole word repetitions were the most commonly cited 

disfluencies produced.  Research has described these speech characteristics as typical in 

bilingual SE children (Fiestas, Bedore, Pena, & Nagy, 2005).  This supports the case for 

guidelines to be developed for the purpose of evaluating a bilingual SE children for 

stuttering that account for typical speech disfluencies in this population.   

It should be noted that the only participant who accurately identified the CWNS 

as a non-stutterer also provided information about which speech disfluencies influenced 

his decision. He noted that the production of revisions and interjections suggested that 

this child was a non-stutterer.  This participant further commented, “C1 [CWNS] seemed 

less fluent in ENG but appeared as typical behaviors for a non-balanced bilingual.  I did 

not notice much stuttering in SPN.”  This indicates that this participant has knowledge 

about typical disfluent speech characteristics in bilingual SE children who do not stutter.  

On the other hand, a participant who gave a false positive rating to the CWNS observed, 

stated, “tension heard and avoidance behavior that occurred possibly due to [types of 

disfluencies identified].” 
 Based on the relatively ambiguous nature of the survey questions related to these 

factors (e.g., “please identify and/or describe the specific speech and/or language 

characteristics that influenced your decision”), participants could have interpreted the 

task for this section differently. In addition, there is no precise way of knowing how 

accurate participants were in their interpretation of repetitions they heard. That is, without 
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each participant providing individual coding of each sample, the accuracy of the 

participants’ interpretations of the types of disfluency they identified in the samples 

cannot be firmly established. In a future study, SLPs should be required to code the 

disfluencies they observe in the sample.  This would allow researchers to quantify the 

types and amounts of disfluencies that stand out to bilingual SE SLP participants and 

learn more about how these factors specifically influence diagnostic decision-making.   

Clinical experience 

 
It was hypothesized that the longer a bilingual SE SLP had been certified and 

working in the field and also the higher the number of bilingual SE clients they had 

assessed and treated, the more accurate their judgments would be about the fluency of a 

child’s speech.  However, within the limited sample of participants, no support was found 

for this hypothesis, as there did not appear to be any distinct relationship between 

accuracy and years of experience and/or number of clients. Further, the participant who 

has been a practicing SLP longer than any of the other participants and who had 

diagnosed and treated over 50 of these types of clients did not accurately identify the 

CWS or CWNS. In contrast, the participant who was in the process of completing her 

CFY had treated one bilingual SE CWS and had not diagnosed any bilingual SE child 

with stuttering provided the only accurate diagnosis of both the CWNS and CWS. 

Educational background 
 

 It was also posited that a higher number of courses completed on stuttering and 

bilingualism, whether in graduate school or beyond, would increase the person’s 

diagnostic accuracy.  This relationship between educational background and diagnostic 

accuracy did not seem to be reflected in the participants in the present study as the 

respondent who had written papers in the area of bilingualism and also completed the 

highest number of courses in bilingualism still failed to accurately identify the CWNS as 

a non-stutterer and the CWS as a stutterer.  
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Perhaps it would have been beneficial to have information regarding not only the 

number of courses but also when the courses were completed. The nature of stuttering in 

bilingualism may not have been included in courses that were taken more than five years 

ago. Thus, future research should require the SLPs indicate when the courses were 

completed. Further support for this suggestion is also found in data from the sole 

participant in the present study who accurately identified both the CWNS and the CWS 

as she had recently (within the past two years) completed bilingualism courses and also a 

fluency course with researchers who are knowledgeable about the potential for 

misdiagnosis of stuttering in bilinguals.  

Self-rating confidence level for diagnosing stuttering 

 
Confidence level ratings were acquired from the participants as it was assumed 

that increased levels would likely be related to increased accuracy. There did not appear 

to be a significant difference in the participant ratings of confidence levels in 

monolingual versus bilingual children with the majority of the participants reporting that 

they felt “generally confident” in their ability to accurately diagnose this population. The 

only participants who indicated that they were  “sort of confident” were the ones who 

were still completing their first year in graduate school; that they would be less confident 

than individuals working professionally as SLPs is not surprising.  

 The particularly relevant finding regarding confidence level is not that those who 

were the least experienced were the least confident, but instead it is that the majority of 

participants stated that they were confident in their assessment abilities of monolingual 

and bilingual children, yet the majority was inaccurate in their diagnosis.  This finding 

suggests that the participants were not aware that they lacked critical knowledge that 

would compromise their ability to reliably differentiate a bilingual stutterer from a non-

stutterer. 
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Additional considerations for future research 
 

Van Borsel and Pereira reported in 2005 (citing Holliday, 2001) that less than one 

percent of clinically certified SLPs in the United States speak more than one language 

fluently. This number is significantly below the clinical demand as over 20% of 

households in the United States are bilingual (Pan, 2010).  Given this information, future 

research investigating the evaluation of bilingual SE children who may stutter should 

perhaps include monolingual clinicians as well.  Although the preferred method of 

evaluation with second-language learning children should incorporate the expert opinion 

of a bilingual SLP, the prevalence of bilingual children in need of SLP services exceeds 

the number of available bilingual SLPs.  Whether an SLP is bilingual or not, it is 

important for all clinicians to have contemporary knowledge about children who are 

culturally and linguistically diverse, especially given the inevitability that monolingual 

SLPs will likely at some point have a bilingual child on their caseload. 

When evaluating the disfluency counts produced by monolingual children, there 

are three kinds of total percentages that are examined to determine the possibility that an 

individual may stutter: SLDs over total words (a percentage greater than or equal to 3% is 

indicative of a possible stuttering disorder); total disfluencies over total words (a 

percentage greater than or equal to 10% is indicative of a possible stuttering disorder); 

and percentage of SLDs divided by total disfluencies (a percentage greater than or equal 

to 72% is indicative of a possible stuttering disorder).  

Although rates and percentages of different disfluency types from the SE children 

in this study cannot be generalized to all SE children, it is interesting to note the mean 

total disfluency percentage for both the CWNS (16.66%) and the CWS (16.64%) could 

be considered indicative of stuttering in a monolingual child.  Additionally, the mean 

percentages of total SLDs in the samples from the CWNS (9.09%) as well as the samples 

from the CWS (10.47%) were values well over the standard percentage that could suggest 

a fluency disorder using monolingual standards. Both children also had a proportion of 

SLDs out of total disfluencies that would not necessarily suggest stuttering for a child 
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who speaks just one language, although the CWS had a higher mean percentage (66.8%) 

than the CWNS (54.55%).   

Given the disparity between monolingual guidelines for stuttering diagnosis and 

speech disfluency in typically fluent bilingual SE children and also the data that 

demonstrate that when using frequency measures alone, unlike the monolingual CWS 

versus the monolingual CWNS, there appears to be a similar frequency of speech 

disfluencies in bilingual SE CWS and CWNS. Future studies should attempt to identify 

what constitutes a “stuttering-like disfluency” in bilingual SE children, as well as 

standard percentages for SLDs, NSLDs, total disfluencies, and SLDS over NSLDS for 

this population.  Information about these speech characteristics can lead to more accurate 

assessments, reducing the risk for misdiagnosis of stuttering in bilingual SE children. 

Further, expecting a unique pattern in one language versus the other as a 

determinant factor of stuttering may also be misleading. That is, if a balanced bilingual is 

an individual who has approximately 50% dominance (equal proficiency levels) in each 

language, then the CWNS and the CWS in the present study have a mild advantage in 

English than Spanish, with respective dominances in English of 66 and 66.19.  Based on 

research that suggests there are higher rates of speech disfluencies in the less dominant 

language for a bilingual individual who stutters, one would expect the CWS in the 

present study to have produced more disfluencies in Spanish than English.  Interestingly, 

the opposite was true across all disfluency types, with the exception of phrase repetitions. 

Thus, future research should focus on the analysis of stuttering in bilingual SE CWS who 

vary relative to proficiency to determine if in fact this variable has a significant influence 

on disfluent speech. 

A final important consideration is that future research should include both a 

monolingual English and Spanish stutterer as well as monolingual English and Spanish 

non-stutterers in addition to bilingual SE children who do and do not stutter.  Exploring 

diagnostic accuracy across these talker groups would further support the notion that SLPs 

tend to apply monolingual guidelines to bilingual children.  In addition, this type of 

comparative analysis in diagnostic accuracy would enhance our understanding whether 
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the risk of misdiagnosis is in fact unique to bilinguals or perhaps also applicable to 

speakers of languages other than English. 
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LIMITATIONS 

Method of analysis 

 
A recent, comprehensive synthesis of information on stuttering and bilingualism 

comes from a review by Van Borsel, Maes, and Foulon (2001), with the take away 

message being that caution must be used when evaluating bilingual individuals for 

stuttering using the “facts” derived from studies of (primarily English-speaking) 

monolinguals.  Van Borsel and colleagues stress that stuttering must be observed and 

reported in both languages before a bilingual individual can be diagnosed as a stutterer.  

These researchers also identified other clinical markers of stuttering that need to be 

considered such as a family history of stuttering, negative self-perception, and accurate 

self-identification. Similarly, Roberts and Shenker (2007) reported that there are three 

crucial components/elements to assessing stuttering in a bilingual speaker: (1) a complete 

language history; (2) speech samples from a variety of contexts in each language; and (3) 

reliable analyses in which the clinical examines the speech samples with regard to rate of 

speech, typical speech disfluencies, Finally, Watson and Kayser (1994) have further 

stressed that secondary behaviors are also important to consider when assessing a 

bilingual individual for a stuttering disorder (e.g., noticeable tension, eye blinks, body 

movement).  

For the present study, the participants were limited to the audio samples alone. 

That being said, there are data to suggest comparable accuracy in auditory versus visual 

analysis of stutter (see Bloodstein & Bernstein Ratner, 2008 for review), but it is still 

likely that the accuracy would have differed had the participants had access to the 

aforementioned critical information. In fact, one participant returned her completed 

survey with the comment that analyzing the samples in this way “made [her] appreciate 

the need for a visual and a thorough background history.” Another individual commented 

that she felt a “bit uncomfortable making a diagnosis without observing the child’s 

speech in other contexts or being able to note any physical traits accompanying speech.”  
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Multiple participants noted that their decision was influenced by the occurrence of speech 

disfluencies in both languages, indicating they were familiar to some extent with the 

clinical marker that stuttering must occur in both languages in order for a bilingual 

individual to be classified as someone who stutters.  Although these individuals were still 

inaccurate in their diagnoses, they demonstrated awareness of some of the additional 

important considerations aside from an auditory analysis of speech disfluency when 

evaluating children who stutter, including one that is unique to the bilingual SE CWS 

(i.e., analysis of stuttering in both languages the person speaks). 

Language proficiency of SLP participants 

 
Another factor that may have compromised the diagnostic accuracy is the rater’s 

proficiency in that language. Van Borsel, Leahy, and Pereira (2008) examined native 

English speakers’ (trained in assessing fluency in their own language) ability to listen to 

and judge stuttering in Dutch speakers.  Their findings suggested the more different an 

unfamiliar language is, the greater the possibility for false positive identification of 

stuttering (Van Borsel, Leahy, & Pereira, 2008).  This information indicates that a native 

English speaker may have greater success evaluating a sample in Spanish than in a 

language such as Russian, given the similarities such as frequency of cognates (words 

that sound the same; e.g., “guitar” and “la guitarra”) and a similar orthographic system. 

However, the data also suggest that lack of familiarity of a language does compromise an 

SLP’s ability to make an accurate diagnosis.   Although all the clinicians reported 

themselves as “fluent” in both English and Spanish, it is a possibility that perhaps the 

proficiency level of the participants in our study was lower than indicated. Future studies 

should measure proficiency levels of clinicians prior to having them evaluate the child in 

that language sample in order to examine the potential relationship between proficiency 

of the SLP in each language and accuracy of diagnosis of stuttering. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Results confirm the notion that bilingual CWNS may be misidentified as a 

stutterer. Results also seem to suggest that correct identification is not significantly 

related to predicted factors which include years working as a bilingual SLP, confidence 

level for diagnosis of this population, experience treating and diagnosing bilingual SE 

CWS, or educational background. Recall that one of the participants provided a false 

positive diagnosis for the non-stutterer and a false negative for the stutterer had been 

practicing for over three decades, with a history of both treating and diagnosing more 

than fifty clients who were bilingual CWS.  She also taught roughly seven courses on 

bilingualism and attended at least 5 workshops on stuttering throughout her career.  By 

comparison, the individual who provided a true negative and true positive rating of the 

CWNS and CWS was completing her CFY, and had limited experience treating and 

diagnosing children in this population.  However, she graduated from a university that 

offered a bilingual tract hosting a variety of classes on bilingualism as well as a fluency 

class with the most current evidence-based practice research. This finding shows that 

even with a broad range of experiences and high degree of confidence, someone may not 

be able to make accurate decisions about bilingual children CWS because of the limited 

information available to SLPs.    

In closing, given the previously described nature of stuttering and clinical markers 

used for identification in monolingual children, the speech characteristics of bilingual SE 

children could be mistaken for stuttering-like behavior, when their disfluent speech may 

actually be resulting from a manifestation of second-language learning and the interaction 

of two or more languages in their processing system. Further, although these preliminary 

data support the hypothesis that bilingualism may be a risk factor for misdiagnosis of 

stuttering in SE children, a broader range of participants must be reached in order to truly 

examine the ability of bilingual SLPs to assess SE children who may or may not stutter.  

This particular study focused on recruiting participants living in a specific region of the 

United States.  The findings that suggest bilingual children could indeed be at risk for 

false positive identification as stutterers warrant further nationwide investigation, with 
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specific immediate focus on states that have a particularly high prevalence of bilingual 

children. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A. SALT Transcription from English narrative retell by CWNS  

 
Coding Key (for all following transcriptions) 
+ [SSR]-Single syllable repetition 
+ [WWR]-Whole word repetition 
+ [ASP]-Audible sound prolongation 
+ [ISP]-Inaudible sound prolongation 
+ [PR]-Phrase repetition 
+ [REV]-Revision 
+ [INJ]-Interjection 
+ [CS]-Code-switching 
 
$ Child, Examiner 
+ Language: English 
+ Gender: F 
+ CA: 5;11 
+ Grade: K 
+ Context: Nar 
- 0:06 

C The little boy found|find a box of the boy. 
C (that saw[PR]) That saw|see a> 
C He saw|see a box with tiny hole/s [REV]. 
C (There) and he was|be surprised to see (the li*) that little[REV] old pet. 
E Can you speak louder for me please so I can hear you? 
C (they[WWR] they were|be surprised to see the little pet). 
C The dog (lick/ed[WWR]) lick/ed the frog. 
C The little boy (let him[PR] let him[PR]) let him (sit[WWR]) sit (next by[WWR]) 
by[REV] the big frog. 
C (The[WWR] the[WWR]) the big frog was|be mean to him. 
C (the[WWR] the little frog I mean[INJ]) the big frog[REV] bite[*ip] the little frog/z leg. 
C The dog growl/ed (at[WWR] at the[PR]) at the big frog. 
C (The[WWR] the frog[PR]) the frog (does/n't[WWR]) does/n't like (the[WWR]) the 
little frog. 
C (The little boy[PR]) the little boy dress/ed up like a (pi*[SSR]) pirate. 
C (They) the[REV] big frog (kicked[WWR] the[INJ] kicked[WWR]) kick/ed the little 
frog over. 
C The little boy was|be very mad. 
C (The[WWR]) the little boy (won't want) did/n't want[REV] to come with them.  
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C (The[WWR]) the frog jump/ed (oh[INJ]) on the boat. 
C (The li*) the little frog (does[SSR] doesn't) was|be[REV] surprised. 
C The little frog he (w*)> 
C The little frog was|be[REV] sad. 
C The big frog (kick/ed[WWR]) kick/ed the little frog. 
C The (little[WWR]) little frog> 
C The big frog[REV] (was|be the) was|be[REV] mean. 
C (The[WWR] the turtle[PR]) the turtle told|tell him to look at the back. 
C ([ISP]The[WWR] the[WWR] the little kid[PR]) the little kid/s was|be not surprised. 
C They were|be look/ing (for the little kid I mean) for the little frog [REV]. 
C (The[WWR]) the little boy (was|be so) was|be cry/ing[REV]. 
C (The[WWR] the[WWR] fro*) the big frog[REV] was|be so sad. 
C The little boy was|auxbe still cry/ing. 
C They heard|hear a sound. 
C The big frog came|come and sat|sit up inside the house. 
C (He) the[REV] little frog[REV] jump/ed at (the frog/z) the big frog/z[REV] head. 
C Now the little frog is|auxbe go/ing to be mean to the big frog. 
E Is that all you wanted to tell me?  
- 4:03 
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Appendix B. SALT Transcription from Spanish narrative retell by 
CWNS 

$ Child, Examiner 
+ Language: Spanish 
+ Gender: F 
+ CA: 5;11 
+ Grade: K 
+ Context: Nar 
- 00:20 
c el perro (está [WWR]) está|auxestar agarrando|agarrar el mariposa. 
e muy bien. 
e y aquí que esta pasando? 
c (la[WWR]) la sapo (se fue[PR]) se fue|ir. 
c (um[INJ]) brincó|brincar (al a um[INJ]) out of his bucket[CS]. 
c allá están|auxestar las niño/s. 
c la niño y el perro. 
c (e*[SSR]) el sapo está|estar (muy[WWR] muy[WWR] muy[WWR] muy um[INJ])> 
c quiere|querer comer algo[REV]. 
c la cachó|cachar[CS]. 
c (y) ya mero le va|auxir a picar. 
c (y) (ya se[WWR] se) ya se cayó|caer. 
c tenía|tener un granito|grano en su lengua. 
c (la está el niño esta[REV]) le está|auxestar (dan*[SSR]) dando|dar[mv] (algo[WWR]) 
algo a[WWR] a su papá. 
c agarra|agarrar algo para comer. 
c el sapo está|estar allí. 
c el sapo agarra|agarrar (la muchachas) la muchacha[REV] del mano. 
c ya se fue|ir el (sap*[SSR]) sapo. 
c (ya[WWR] ya que ya[WWR]) ya quiere|querer hacer algo. 
e mande? 
c (ya quiere hacer algo[WWR] algo).  
c (mmm)[INJ]> 
c so[CS] brincó|brincar allí. 
C (uh[INJ]) se quiería|querer ir allí al> 
c (ayi) se quería|querer ir allí[REV] a ese boat[CS]. 
c (y) (el nina) el niño[REV] estaba|estar. 
c se fue|ir allá. 
c (y) empezó|empezar a llorar. 
c estaba|auxestar (llora*[SSR] llora*[SSR]) llorando|llorar el niño. 
c abrió|abrir la muchacha (a*[SSR] a[SSR]) allí. 
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c (mmm[INJ]) la muchacha estaba|auxestar viendo|ver el (ga*[SSR]) gato. 
c no estaba|estar dormido|dormir. 
c el sapo (se c*[PR]) se cayó|caer allí en la carriola. 
c el gato estaba|estar enojado. 
c el gato (que*[SSR]) quería|querer quitar su> 
c (este) quería|querer[REV] quitar su>  
c estaba|auxestar llorando|llorar el niño. 
c el sapo se fue|ir. 
c (*sta) ella la agarró|agarrar el gato con la pata. 
c estaba|estar muy triste (el[WWR][ISP]) el sapo. 
c (queria[WWR]) quería|querer comer el gato el perro. 
c (ya[WWR]) ya el sapo estaba|estar muy cansado. 
- 4:51 
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Appendix C.  SALT Transcription from English narrative retell by CWS 

 
$ Child, Examiner 
+ Language: English 
+ Gender: F 
+ Grade: K 
+ Context: Nar 
- 0:00 
C Once upon a time there was|is a box. 
C (And) er|there was|is a frog inside a house boy. 
C (And den|then) the dog was|is sit/ing (on the carp*[PR]) on the carpet. 
C (And den|then) the turtle was (um[INJ] um[INJ]) hide/ing in a box. 
C (And den|then) the boy yell.  
C (an*[SSR]) and den|then (the[WWR] the[WWR] the[WWR]) the turtle want da|the 
(n*[SSR] n*[SSR] n*[SSR] n*[SSR]) not reach. 
C (And den|then) the turtle (wa*[SSR]) was|is too little because the bog|dog was|is do|too 
big. 
C But den|then da|the (n[ISP])> 
C (And den|then) da|the dog (da|the[WWR] da|the[WWR] da|the[WWR]) da|the frog was 
on da|the dog head. 
C (And the[WWR] the) and the[REV] frog was mad and the little frog. 
C (And den|then) da|the li[ISP] (he t*[PR]) he take (the[WWR]) the leaf. 
C (And den|then) throw/ed it in the ground. 
C (He get the[WWR] th*) he get the[PR][REV] little frog out. 
C (And de*[SSR] den|then) da|the frog was|is happy. 
C (And den|then) (he[WWR] he[WWR] he) the dog[REV] close/ing eye/s. 
C (and[WWR]) and the dog was|is happy. 
C (and) the turtle was|is happy. 
C (And den|then) da|the brown frog was|is sad. 
C (The[WWR] the boy said|say[PR]) the boy said here. 
C (And den|then) he put the frog on the head. 
C (And den|then[PR]) and then the ground. 
C (He) the frog(REV) was|is mad. 
C The turtle was|is happy. 
C (And) the dog was|is happy. 
C (And the*[PR]) and then (the[WWR]) the boy said|say hm. 
C (An*[SSR] and then[PR] and then the[WWR] the[WWR] the li*[SSR] the little frog) 
the big frog[REV] was happy because(he[WWR] he want/ed) he wanna[PR] do bad 
choice/s (o*[SSR]) on the (f*[SSR]) little frog.  
C He was|is (s* h*[SSR]) the happy it was|is the dog and the turtle. 
C (He[WWR] he) the turtle[REV] brought|bring (e*) the little frog. 
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C (the[SSW]) the little frog said|say ow because (the[WWR] the big frog x the big 
frog[PR] tu* he[WWR] he ti* the[WWR] the big[WWR] big the[WWR]) the big[PR] 
frog (i*[SSR]) (it was give he put it[REV] he give[PR] he give the[PR]) he give the> 
C (and[WWR] and[WWR]) and then> 
C No. 
C I did it wrong. 
E You are doing|| a great job! 
E I love your story. 
E Keep going. 
C The boy said|say oh. 
C (And[WWR] and then the) he throw (the[WWR] the[WWR]) the[REV] little frog on 
the ground. 
C He bite (hi*[SSR]) his feet frog. 
C (And[WWR] and then) he said|say (n* de* and) dat|that/s not nice. 
C (And then) the (wo*[ASP]) dog and the turtle were|is mad because (the[WWR]) the 
frog do that to the little frog. 
C He give the frog. 
C (And then) said|say no. 
C No do that.  
C (That[WWR]) that no was|is a nice. 
C And then (the[WWR] the[WWR] the[WWR] the big[PR] the big[PR] umm[INJ]) the 
big frog was|is mad. 
C (And[WWR] and then) (the[WWR]) the dog was|is silly (be*[SSR]) because the dog 
(wa*[SSR] wa*[SSR]) was|is (t* he[WWR]) he do that. 
C (He[WWR] te) he was|is mad at frog. 
C (And then) the turtle was|is mad at the frog because he do that do|to the little frog. 
C (he the[WWR][REV]) the turtle (and[WWR]) and the frog. 
C (a*[SSR] a*[SSR] and then the[WWR]) the frog was|is on (his the[WWR] [REV]) the 
turtle.   
C (and the[WWR] the turtle) the little frog[REV] was|is happy. 
C (And then the[WWR] the[WWR]) the big frog was|is mad. 
C (and then the kid) the little boy[REV] was|is> 
C he dress/ed like a pirate. 
C (The[WWR]) the dog was|is (behind it) behind[REV]. 
C (And then) the dog was n* the turtle[REV] was happy. 
C (he the[WWR] the big the[WWR] the big[PR] the big that one[REV]) the big frog 
throwed:threw|throw the little frog. 
C (he[WWR] he and then[PR] and then[PR] and then h*) the little frog[REV] cry. 
C And that/s it. 
C (And[WWR] and then) said|say no do that. 
C That was/nt nice. 
C (And then the[WWR] the[WWR]) the little frog was|is mad. 
C The turtle and the dog was|is mad at him. 
C (A*[SSR] and then) he (l*[SSR]) leave him. 
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C (Th*[SSR] th*[SSR]) The kid and the little frog and the turtle (and[WWR]) and the 
dog give him (uh[INJ]) that one. 
C (And then) the frog (w* uh* d*) it[REV] leave him alone. 
C And then (i* li*[SSR]) the little frog was|is mad. 
C He (the[WWR] the[WWR] the[WWR]) the pirate was down.  
C (And the and[PR]) it was look/ing. 
C (And he jump in the[WWR] the l*) he jump[PR] with[REV] the little frog. 
C (he the[WWR] the) the pirate[REV] (give he l*) point (the x) the way. 
C (And then the dog[PR]) the dog take (t*[SSR]) his tongue. 
C (and then) he put it in down because he was|is happy.  
C (The[WWR]) the turtle was|is sleep/ing. 
C (and then the) little frog was|is sad because the dog (wan* n*) the big frog 
wanna|want/ed to hit him. 
C (And then) he said|say HM. 
C (The[WWR] the[WWR]) the big frog. 
C (he[WWR] he[WWR]) he throw/ed the little frog. 
C (a*[SSR] and then) he stuck|stick his tongue. 
C (he said) he put[REV] in x to the frog. 
C Big frog. 
C And then he put it in the hole. 
C (The and) the turtle was|is call/ing. 
C HM HM. 
C (And then he and then he[PR] the[WWR] the t*[SSR] uh[INJ] the kid) the pirate 
kid[REV] was|is look/ing in the frog. 
C To the turtle. 
C (And then) the big frog was|is happy. 
C Because he throw him in the water. 
C (And the* and then[PR]) he look (an*[SSR] and) to the boy pants||. 
C (And[WWR] and) he said|say oh no. 
C (and then the[WWR] the and then) the dog yell/ed froggy|frog. 
C (And then the[WWR]) the dog> 
C (and then) the turtle was|is mad at the frog. 
C (And[WWR] and then) he put it in the (bi*[SSR] bi*[SSR] big[WWR]) big (um[INJ]) 
that one[REV]. 
C And they yell/ed froggy|frog. 
C (the[WWR] e* the[WWR] the three[PR]) the three thing/s were|is yell/ing froggy|frog. 
C (and then it was|is mad that the dog ki* the dog[PR]) the dog was|is mad at frog. 
C (and then) he cry. 
C (And[WWR] and then[PR] and then) the dog was|is silly because he stuck|stick his 
tongue. 
C (and then) [ASP]lick/ed in his hand. 
C (And then the[WWR]) the frog (wa*[SSR]) was sorry because he do that. 
C (And then) he open/ed the window. 
C (And[WWR] and then) he look. 
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C (and[WWR] and then) the boy stop cry/ing. 
C (and[WWR] and then) he was|is look/ing. 
C (and then the[WWR]) the turtle (p*[SSR]) put his head out.  
C (And then) he yell/ed froggy. 
C (And then said and then[PR] the li*) the big frog[REV] said|say x. 
C (and then the[WWR]) the turtle was|is happy. 
C (and then and[WWR] and then the he the tu*) the kid was|is happy. 
C (he the[WWR]) the little turtle jump in the head frog.  
C (and then the[WWR] the[WWR] the[WWR] [ISP] the[WWR]) the little frog and the 
big frog were|is together.  
C (and then the bi* uh[INJ] t* and then[PR]) the dog was|is silly because he stuck|stick 
his tongue.  
C (and then) the pirate h*[SSR] was|is happy. 
C the pirate kid was|is happy all day long. 
-7:16 
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Appendix D. SALT Transcription from Spanish narrative retell by CWS 

 
$ Child, Examiner 
+ Language: Spanish 
+ Gender: F 
+ Context: Nar 
- 0:24 
C (y luego) brinco|brincar la rana al barco. 
C (y luego el ra* y luego[PR]) el nino[REV] se|| sulto. 
C (el cinco e*[SSR] el luego) la ranita|rana quiera|querer su (si) que se|| quiere|querer 
nadaba|nadar alli. 
C (y luego) se|| brinco|brincar (a ba*[PR]) a barco. 
C (y[WWR] y luego el n*[PR] el n*[PR]) el nino esta|estar enojado||. 
C (y[WWR] y luego) el nino x. 
C (la ma*[PR]) la mama|| se|| metio adentro el agua||. 
C (Y) quiere|querer su barco. 
C La ranita|rana estaba|auxestar alli adentro la agua||. 
C pero la ranita|rana no sabia (que[WWR] que[WWR] que n* la[WWR] la[WWR]) la 
ranita|rana no[REV] quiere|querer (se||[WWR]) se|| llegar (a la[PR] a la[PR]) a la nino.     
C (y[WWR] y luego) estaba|auxestar una ranita|rana. 
C (luego) esta|estar una mujer el con bebe||. 
C (y luego) esta|estar x mujer. 
C con la cayo|caer (la) el[REV] bebe||. 
C el se|| brinco|brincar.  
C (y lo[PR]) y lo estaba|auxestar (es*[SSR] es*) aqui (a la[PR]) x a la bebe||. 
C (luego) esta|estar feliz y que ve|ver el nino. 
C el nino (estaba[WWR]) no* estaba|auxestar pensando|pensar que no vio|ver la 
ranita|rana. 
C (y luego) esta|estar enoja* e*[SSR] e*[SSR] e*[SSR] esta*> 
C (y) la mujer  esta|estar aqui (a la[PR]) a la titera|titi (a la[PR]) a el nino a bebe||. 
C (y luego be* el bebe||[REV][PR] en* el bebe|| era|ser[PR] l*) el bebe|| era|ser enojado||. 
C (y luego) esta|estar lloro|llorar. 
C (y luego[PR] l*[SSR] y luego[PR] en la luego) el bebe|| esta|estar enojado|| de la 
ranita|rana porque se|| quito|quitar mama|| la titera|titi en l* en bebe||[REV] se|| 
quito|quitar. 
C (y lu*[PR] y lu*[PR] y luego) se|| asusto|asustar x de bebe|| llorar. 
C (y) el se|| asusto|asustar la mujer.  
C (y luego[PR] y luego) la ranita|rana se|| x la titera|titi porque ya x. 
C (y luego s* e* lloro|llorar[WWR]) lloro|llorar la mama||. 
C (y luego su luego [ASP]no m*[SSR] m*[SSR]) malo|| rana malo||. 
C (n*[SSR]) no se|| asustes|asustar a mi bebe||. 
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C (la mama||[PR]) la mama|| grito|gritar. 
C (el titi es*[PR]) la titi[PR] estaba|auxestar abajo||. 
C el gato que agarra|agarrar a la rana. 
C a la rana verde. 
C (y luego) le catcho[CS] (la[WWR]) la pide|pedir y la rana. 
C (y luego[PR]) y luego puso|poner la rana abajo||.     
C (le[WWR]) le piso||. 
C (luego y[WWR] y lu*) ese no era|ser bueno porque la gato no x esa a la rana. 
C (y lu*[PR] y luego[WWR] luego dijo|decir) lo nino dijo|decir[REV] (n*[SSR]) ni gato 
malo|| gato malo|| (no mi) no hace|hacer nada|| (mi ga*) a mi ranita|rana[REV] 
(ve*[SSR]) verde. 
C (y[WWR] y luego se|| asu*[PR]) se|| asusto|asustar a la gato. 
C el gato esta|estar enojado|| (estaba|auxestar[WWR] n*[SSR] n*[SSR] 
estaba|auxestar[WWR] mi*) estaba|auxestar tengo|tener[REV] miedo (que[WWR] 
que[WWR] que[WWR]) que nino dijo|decir eso. 
C (y lu*[PR] y luego) la rana esta|estar feliz. 
C (y luego[WWR] la luego) perro saco|sacar su diente||/s de lo y lo dijo|decir 
RUFFRUFF. 
C (y lu*[PR] y luego n* estan a ca*[PR]) si yo esta|estar en la canasta[REV] con la 
tortuga. 
C (la[WWR]) la tortuga esta|estar feliz. 
C (y ni*[PR] y[WWR] y el[REV]) pero nino esta|estar enojado|| que el gato hizo|hacer 
eso. 
C (y luego s*[PR] y luego s*) se|| fueron|ir junto||/s con su amiguitos|amigo/s. 
C Con su ranita|rana (c*[SSR]) con su tortuga y con su perrito|perro. 
C (y[WWR]) y el perrito|perro (sa*[SSR]) saco|sacar su lengua.  
C (y lue*[PR]) y luego el perrito|perro estaba|estar feliz. 
-4:09 
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Appendix E. Initial e-mail to participants 

 
Hello, 
 
You are being invited to participate in a survey study called "The Identification of 
Stuttering in Bilingual Children".  Please read the attached cover letter for more details.  
If you choose to participate, please reply to this e-mail with your consent within the next 
48 hours if possible.  I am happy to answer any questions you may have pertaining to the 
study.  You may send questions to this e-mail address (annakmullis@gmail.com) or call 
512-232-9426. 
 
If you do not choose to participate, you will not receive any further e-mails. 
 
Thank you so much for your time and consideration. 
 
Anna Mullis 
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Appendix F. IRB approved cover letter 

 
IRB APPROVED ON: 01/25/2011    EXPIRES ON: 01/24/2012 IRB # 2010‐11‐0148 
 

Cover Letter for Internet Research 
 
You are invited to participate in a survey, entitled “The Identification of Stuttering in 
Bilingual Children.” The study is being conducted by Anna Mullis, B.S. and Courtney 
Byrd, Ph.D., from the Communication Sciences and Disorders department of The 
University of Texas at Austin, 1 University Station A1100, Austin, Texas 78712-0114, 
(512) 232-9426, annakmullis@gmail.com. 
 
The purpose of this study is to examine the factor(s) that lead to identification of 
stuttering in bilingual children. Your participation in the survey will contribute to a 
better understanding of the nature of this complex disorder in bilingual children. We 
estimate that it will take about fifteen minutes of your time to complete the 
questionnaire. You are free to contact the investigator at the above address and phone 
number to discuss the survey. 
 
Risks to participants are considered minimal. There will be no costs for participating, nor 
will you benefit from participating. Identification numbers associated with email 
addresses will be kept during the data collection phase for tracking purposes only. A 
limited number of research team members will have access to the data during data 
collection. This information will be stripped from the final dataset. 
 
Your participation in this survey is voluntary. You may decline to answer any question 
and you have the right to withdraw from participation at any time without penalty. If you 
wish to withdraw from the study or have any questions, please contact the investigator 
listed above. If you are willing to participate in this study, please respond to this e-
mail with the phrase “I agree to participate in the survey ‘The Identification of 
Stuttering in Bilingual Children’.” Responding in this manner to the PI and 
subsequent completion of the survey will demonstrate your consent for participation 
in this study. 
 
The PI will contact you within 48 hours with another e-mail containing the survey. Please 
complete this survey and return it via e-mail to Anna Mullis at 
annakmullis@gmail.com within two weeks. 
 
If you have any questions or would like us to email another person from your institution 
or update your email address, please call Anna Mullis at (512) 232-9426 or send an e-
mail to annakmullis@gmail.com. You may also request a hard copy of the survey from 
the contact information above. 
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This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 
Institutional Review Board. If you have questions about your rights as a study participant, 
or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 
anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 
or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 
 
IRB Approval Number: 2010-11-0148 
 
If you agree to participate please respond with the statement “I agree to participate 
in the survey ‘The Identification of Stuttering in Bilingual Children’.” to Anna 
Mullis at annakmullis@gmail.com. If you do not agree to participate, please delete this 
email and know that we sincerely appreciate your consideration of this request. 
 
Thank you. 
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Appendix G. IRB approved cover letter with consent 

 
IRB APPROVED ON: 01/25/2011   EXPIRES ON: 01/24/2012 IRB # 2010‐11‐0148 
 

Cover Letter for Internet Research 
 
You are invited to participate in a survey, entitled “The Identification of Stuttering in 
Bilingual Children.” The study is being conducted by Anna Mullis, B.S. and Courtney 
Byrd, Ph.D., from the Communication Sciences and Disorders department of The 
University of Texas at Austin, 1 University Station A1100, Austin, Texas 78712-0114, 
(512) 232-9426, annakmullis@gmail.com. 
 
The purpose of this study is to examine the factor(s) that lead to identification of 
stuttering in bilingual children. Your participation in the survey will contribute to a 
better understanding of the nature of this complex disorder in bilingual children. We 
estimate that it will take about fifteen minutes of your time to complete the 
questionnaire. You are free to contact the investigator at the above address and phone 
number to discuss the survey. 
 
Risks to participants are considered minimal. There will be no costs for participating, nor 
will you benefit from participating. Identification numbers associated with email 
addresses will be kept during the data collection phase for tracking purposes only. A 
limited number of research team members will have access to the data during data 
collection. This information will be stripped from the final dataset. 
 
Your participation in this survey is voluntary. You may decline to answer any question 
and you have the right to withdraw from participation at any time without penalty. If you 
wish to withdraw from the study or have any questions, please contact the investigator 
listed above. 
If you have any questions or would like us to email another person from your institution 
or update your email address, please call Anna Mullis at (512) 232-9426 or send an e- 
mail to annakmullis@gmail.com. You may also request a hard copy of the survey from 
the contact information above. 
 
This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 
InstitutionalReviewBoard. Ifyouhavequestionsaboutyourrightsasastudy participant, or are 
dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - anonymously, if 
you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at 
orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 
 
IRB Approval Number: 2010-11-0148 Completion of this survey indicates that you 
have consented to participate in the study. 
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Thank you. 
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Appendix H. Survey 

 
Please locate and listen to the audio clips at the following website and answer the 
corresponding questions to the best of your ability.  Even if you do not know the answer, 
give your best guess.   
 
You will find the audio samples by copying and pasting this link into your browser: 
http://irb2010110148.wordpress.com/ 
 
For the multiple choice questions, please indicate your response by typing the letter that 
corresponds with your choice after the question mark.  Note: If you choose more than one 
answer, you may type the corresponding letters to all applicable responses next to the 
question.  
EXAMPLE: 
How are you feeling today? B 
A. Great 
B. Wonderful 
C. Good 
 
The above example indicates that the selected answer is “B”. 
 
 
Please scroll to the next page to begin the survey. 
 
After completion of the survey, please save and return as an attachment via e-mail to 
annakmullis@gmail.com. 
 
Thank you again for taking the time to participate in this survey. 
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Child 1: 
Please play and listen to the clips labeled “C1 Audio Clip English” and “C1 Audio Clip 
Spanish” first.  
 
1. Is this child a stutterer? 
A. Yes, I am sure 
B. Yes, I think so 
C. No, I don’t think so 
D. No, definitely not 
 
2. What do you feel is the severity of this child’s stutter? 
A. Mild 
B. Moderate 
C. Severe 
D. I do not think the child stutters 
 
3. Please identify and/or describe the specific speech and/or language characteristics that 
influenced your decision:  
A. I do not think this child stutters. 
B. Phrase repetitions (e.g. “I was- I was there.”) 
C. Single syllable repetitions (e.g. “tea,tea,teacher”) 
D. Revisions (e.g. “He was, They were driving.”) 
E. Whole Word repetitions (e.g. “I was-was there.”) 
F. Interjections (e.g. “I will, um, be late.”) 
G. Audible sound prolongation (e..g. “Mmmmore please.”) 
H. Inaudible sound prolongation (e.g. “(M---) More please.”) 
I. Other (please indicate in the following space): __________________ 
 
 
Child 2: 
Please play and listen to the clips labeled “C2 Audio Clip English” and “C2 Audio Clip 
Spanish” second.  
 
4. Is this child a stutterer? 
A. Yes, I am sure 
B. Yes, I think so 
C. No, I don’t think so 
D. No, definitely not 
 
5. What do you feel is the severity of this child’s stutter? 
A. Mild 
B. Moderate 
C. Severe 
D. I do not think the child stutters 
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6. Please identify and/or describe the specific speech and/or language characteristics that 
influenced your decision:  
A. I do not think this child stutters. 
B. Phrase repetitions (e.g. “I was- I was there.”) 
C. Single syllable repetitions (e.g. “tea,tea,teacher”) 
D. Revisions (e.g. “He was, They were driving.”) 
E. Whole Word repetitions (e.g. “I was-was there.”) 
F. Interjections (e.g. “I will, um, be late.”) 
G. Audible sound prolongation (e..g. “Mmmmore please.”) 
H. Inaudible sound prolongation (e.g. “(M---) More please.”) 
I. Other (please indicate in the following space): __________________ 
 
Your Information: 
(Please type responses in the space provided) 
 
7. Current Location: 
 
8. Languages spoken (please use the “Underline” feature to indicate your level of 
fluency): 
__________________ Beginner, Intermediate, Conversational, Fluent 
__________________ Beginner, Intermediate, Conversational, Fluent 
__________________ Beginner, Intermediate, Conversational, Fluent 
__________________ Beginner, Intermediate, Conversational, Fluent 
 
9. Are you a certified speech-language pathologist by the American Speech-Language 
Hearing Association (ASHA)? 
 
10. If so, when did you receive your certification? 
 
11. Years working as a speech-language pathologist: 
 
12. Please list any courses (include both undergrad and graduate), continued education 
classes, workshops, etc. that you have taken relative to stuttering: 
 
13. Please list any courses (include both undergrad and graduate), continued education 
classes, workshops, etc. that you have taken relative to bilingualism: 
 
14. How confident do you feeling diagnosing an English-speaking child with stuttering? 
A. Not confident at all 
B. Sort of confident 
C. Generally confident 
D. Very confident 
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15. How confident do you feeling diagnosing a Spanish-speaking child with stuttering? 
A. Not confident at all 
B. Sort of confident 
C. Generally confident 
D. Very confident 
 
16. How confident do you feeling diagnosing a bilingual Spanish- and English-speaking 
child with stuttering? 
A. Not confident at all 
B. Sort of confident 
C. Generally confident 
D. Very confident 
 
17. How many bilingual children who stutter have you previously worked with? 
 
18. How many bilingual children who stutter have you evaluated? 
 
I acknowledge that by submitting my answers to this questionnaire, I am giving 
permission for my anonymous responses to be reported and analyzed in a thesis 
publication written by a graduate student at the University of Texas at Austin in the 
Speech-Language Pathology Masters Program.  This report could potentially be 
published. 
 
Type name: X__________________________________________ 
 
Please complete and return survey to annakmullis@gmail.com within one week of 
receiving it if possible. 
 
Thank you for your time and participation! 
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